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Helen Zhao

To: SS
Cc: R00/???
Subject: RE: Broadxent Pte Ltd, FCC ID: GX5-CB2436,  Assessment NO.: AN05T4521, Notice#1

From: SS 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2005 12:35 AM
To: Helen Zhao
Cc: R00/???
Subject: Re: Broadxent Pte Ltd, FCC ID: GX5-CB2436, Assessment NO.:
AN05T4521, Notice#1

Dear Helen,

Replying your question.

#1 The SAR test report is attached.
#2 The setting is corrected. Please refer to the revised test report.
#3 The setting is corrected. Please refer to the revised test report.
#4 Please refer to the revised operation description file.

Best regards,

S. S. Liou

-----Original Message-----
From: Compliance Certification Services [mailto:hzhao@ccsemc.com]
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 4:08 PM
Subject: Broadxent Pte Ltd, FCC ID: GX5-CB2436, Assessment NO.:
AN05T4521, Notice#1

Question #1: MPE calculation was included in the filing. The user manual
also asked the end user to maintain 20cm separation distance from the body
or nearby person. However, this device, while used with notebook computer,
is a typical portable application. MPE calculation is not applicable. Since
the output power is over low threshold, please perform SAR test, and submit
SAR test report. Please also revise the user manual to remove 20cm
separation distance requirement.

Question #2: The plots of "NUMBER OF HOPPING FREQUENCY USED" shows an
incorrect setting was used: RBW=100KHz, while the span was 83.500MHz. The
correct setting should be: RBW>=1% of the span. Please re-submit the plots
with correct setting.

Question #3: The plots of "100 kHz BANDWIDTH OF BAND EDGES MEASUREMENT"
shows an incorrect setting was used: RBW=120KHz, while the span was 50MHz.
The correct setting should be: RBW>=1% of the span. Please re-submit the
plots with correct setting.

Question #4: Please resubmit Operation Description. The file named "O-D" in
the filing is actually an antenna specification only.

Best Regards,
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Helen Zhao

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue
on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the requested
information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may result in
application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, please note
that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted.
Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to
the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender.


